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A novel composite le�-and-right-composite-handed leaky wave antenna is proposed based on Spoof Surface Plasmon Polaritons
slow-wave transmission line at microwave band in this paper. Wide-angle frequency scanning of the antenna is achieved by
combining the slow-wave dispersion characteristics of Spoof Surface Plasmon Polaritons and the le�-and-right-composite-handed
characteristics of the complementary split ring resonator structure. 
e simulated and experimental results show that, with the
increase of frequency, the radiationmode of the antenna gradually changed from slow-wavemode to fast-wave radiationmode, and
the pattern changed continuously. 
e scanning region of the main beams proposed covers 110∘ in �=0∘ plane when the frequency
increases from 8GHz to 15GHz, and the gain of the antenna kept between 7dBi and 10.4dBi.

1. Introduction

Surface Plasmon Polariton (SPP) is a type of surface wave
system whose permittivity is completely opposite between
two dierent media. Because of the interaction between
electrons and the incident �eld, electromagnetic wave can
propagate along the surface direction with exponential atten-
uation perpendicular to the surface of a material interface.
Metal materials have plasma characteristics in optical and
infrared frequency band. Hence SPP is widely used in optical
and infrared �elds. Because the metal can be equivalent
to the perfect conductor in the microwave and millimeter
wave band, it is sometimes di�cult to achieve SPP slow-
wave transmission in the microwave and terahertz frequency
band. In [1], however, periodic metal grooves are used to
realize the equivalent plasma structure in the microwave
frequency band. 
e quasi-surface wave transmission is
realized. 
e equivalent transmission mode is realized by
the periodic metal through-hole array in [2]. 
e circuit
that uses the periodic structure to realize the equivalent
plasma to transmit surface waves is called Spoof Surface
Plasmon Polaritons (SSPP). In [3], a planar SSPP structure
is realized by etching cyclic U-type patches on substrates
to achieve low pro�le and miniaturization. Because of the
advantageous application prospect of SPP in high frequency,

the concept of SSPP has attracted many scholars to research
since it was put forward. SSPP dispersion characteristics of
one-dimensional periodic structures are researched in [4].
Reference [5] presents amethod to analyze the dispersion and
loss characteristics of SSPP in terahertz band. Considering
the metal conductivity and high order mode eect of SSPP,
this method is very accurate. Reference [6] analyzes the
theoretical model of SSPP. In addition, more research is
dedicated to using SSPP to achieve �lter [7], power divider
[8], and radiation [9] performance, etc. Reference [10] realizes
the end �re of SSPP transmission line through gradual struc-
ture. 
ere are also many researches dedicated to the design
of leaky wave antennas based on SSPP transmission line
[11–14].

Le�-and-right-composite-handed (CRLH) material is
also a concept introduced from optics. Propagation of
electromagnetic waves in equivalent le�-handed or right-
handed media through periodic resonant structure has been
introduced. In the leaky wave antenna, which loaded CRLH
radiation structure, the backward wave radiation can be
understood in the speci�c frequency band. Using comple-
mentary split ring resonator (CSRR) [15, 16] or interdigital
capacitance (IDC) [17, 18] resonant structure, the le�-handed
radiation characteristics of leaky wave antenna can be prop-
erly realized.
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Figure 1: Layout of proposed SSPP.
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Figure 2: Comparison of dispersion curves between SSPP and air.

In this paper, a novel wide-angle frequency scanning
CRLH leaky wave antenna based on SSPP transmission line
is proposed. Combining the CRLH dispersion characteristics
of CSRR resonators and the broadband characteristics of
SSPP slow-wave transmission line, the CSRR resonates with
the le�-handed slow-wave band, the le�-handed fast-wave
band, and the right-handed fast-wave band successively
by frequency scanning, and the 110∘ pattern main beam
broadband scanning is realized. 
e simulated results match
well with the measured results. In the frequency scanning
region, the gain of the proposed antenna is kept within the
range of 3.4dB.

2. SSPP Design

Unlike traditional microstrip lines, SSPP is an arti�cial
surface wave transmission line that binds electromagnetic
�elds to metal surfaces through periodic metal structures, so
there is no grounding part.
erefore, the coplanarwaveguide
(CPW) is more convenient to integrate with SSPP, to achieve
impedance matching between connector and SSPP. 
is
paper adopts the gradient matching circuit proposed in
[19].


e layout of the SSPP transmission line is illustrated
in Figure 1. By adjusting the size and spacing of the U-type
metal patches, SSPP work is achieved in the target frequency
band. Figure 2 shows the dierence between the dispersion

curve of the SSPP transmission line and the air dispersion
curve by CST eigenmode solved. It can be seen from Figure 2
that with the decrease of B2, the slow-wave cuto frequency
of SSPP transmission line moved to a low frequency. When
the dispersion curve slope is 0, the cuto frequency of SSPP
is reached. Because SSPP has the dispersion characteristics
illustrated in Figure 2, with the increase of frequency, the
phase change of SSPP increased in unit length. So, when
SSPP is invoked as the feed transmission line of leaky wave
antenna, the antenna has the characteristics of wide-angle
scanning.

Figure 3 shows the electric �eld distribution of SSPP in
slow-wave mode achieved by full wave simulation so�ware
HFSS. 
e electric �eld propagates in the direction of trans-
mission and declines rapidly in the direction perpendicular to
the transmission direction. It shows that the proposed SSPP
has good electric �eld constraint.

3. CRLH Theory of CSRR


e layout and equivalent circuit of CSRR resonant structure
of SSPP is shown in Figures 4 and 5. 
e CSRR equivalent
circuit in Figure 5 can be divided into perfect le�-handed
(PLH) equivalent circuit and perfect right-handed (PRH)
equivalent circuit. PRH can be equivalent to a series inductor
and a parallel grounding capacitor as shown in Figure 5(a).

e equivalent schematic diagramof PLH is obtained byPRH
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Figure 3: Electric �eld distribution of SSPP by HFSS.
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Figure 4: Layout of loading CSRR resonant structure. (a) Distribution of linear array. (b) Layout of CSRR.
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Figure 5: Equivalent schematic diagram. (a) Equivalent schematic diagram of PRH. (b) Equivalent schematic diagram of PLH. (c) Equivalent
schematic diagram of CSRR.
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Figure 6: Working principle of proposed antenna.

duality principle, which is equivalent to series capacitor and
parallel grounding inductance as shown in Figure 5(b).


e dispersion relation of CSRR can be obtained from (1).

� = s (�)√�2���� + 1�2���� − (
���� +

���� ) (1)

s (�) =
{{{{{{{{{

−1, �� � < min( 1
√���� ���

1
√����)

+1, �� � > max( 1√���� ���
1√����)

(2)

In (1), �� and �� are equivalent series capacitance and
parallel inductance of CSRR. �� and �� are equivalent
parallel capacitors and series inductors of CSRR. 
e cuto
frequencies of le�-handed region and right-handed region
are shown in formula (3) and (4) as follows:

��� = 1
√���� (3)

��ℎ = 1
√���� (4)

From formula (3) and (4), when √��/�� = √��/��,��� = ��ℎ, the dispersion of � is continuous. In this case,
the state that conforms to the CRLH transmission lines is
called the balanced state. When √��/�� ̸= √��/��, ��� ̸=��ℎ. Hence, there is a frequency stopband. In this case, the
CRLH transmission line is unbalanced. From (1) and (2), the
equivalent phase constant � is a function of frequency �.
When � > max(���, ��ℎ), � > 0, CSRR is in the right-hand
region. When � < min(���, ��ℎ), � < 0, CSRR is in the le�-
hand region.

4. Wide-Angle Scanning Theory

Leaky wave radiation of SSPP can be realized by loading
parasitic patches on the SSPP opening side [19–21]. Because

of the slow-wave dispersion of SSPP transmission line, SSPP
leaky wave antenna holds the characteristics of wideband
frequency sweep. By loading CSRR patches, the leakage
radiation of SSPP is achieved on the one hand. On the
other hand, the dispersion characteristics of CSRR and SSPP
determine that antennas emit forward radiation to backward
radiation. Le�-handed slow-wave radiation, le�-handed fast-
wave radiation, and right-handed fast-wave radiation can be
realized, respectively, by loading CSRR resonant element in
SSPP.

Figure 6 shows the working principle of the SSPP CRLH
antenna. 
e radiation of the proposed antenna consists
of two parts. First, energy of SSPP is spatially coupled to
the CSRR radiation patches. Further, CSRR patches radiate
energy into space. 
e radiation main beam direction of
the antenna depends on the feed phase of SSPP and the
compensation phase of CSRR. Feed phase Φ� (i = −1, 0, 1)
of SSPP changed with frequency increasing. Because of the
change of feed frequency, the response mode of CSRR also
changes. When CSRR’s resonance mode n >0, CSRR has a
positive electrical length; that is to say, CSRR’s compensation
phase �� is positive. When CSRR is in the le�-handed band,
its resonance mode n< 0. 
e electrical length of CSRR is
negative and Φ� is compensated negatively.


e compensation phase �� of CSRR is obtained by
formula (5).

�� = �� = 2�� �� = 2n� (5)


e radiation pattern of antenna can be obtained by formula
(6) proposed in [19].

E = C�−	
�� � (��, �)
�∑
�=−�
!��	�(
 sin ��+Φ�) (6)

Where �(�, �) is the radiation pattern of CSRR unit, �� is the
scanning angle of proposed antenna. k is the wavenumber of
proposed antenna.
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Figure 7: Antenna pattern in dierent dispersion regions. (a) Slow wave. (b) Le�-handed fast wave. (c) Broadside. (d) Right-handed fast
wave.

When Φ� ∈ [−kd, 0], the main beam radiation direction�� = 90∘∼180∘, antenna produces backward radiation. 
e
radiation direction of proposed antenna is shown in the blue
line in Figure 6. WhenΦ� ∈ [0, kd], the main beam radiation
direction �� = 0∘∼90∘, antenna produces forward radiation.

e radiation direction of proposed antenna is shown in the
brown line in Figure 6, where d is the distance of the radiating
elements.

Figure 7 shows the radiation �eld of the slow-wave
(at 8GHz), le�-hand fast-wave (at 10GHz), broadside (at
12.5GHz), and right-hand fast-wave (at 15GHz) radiation
mode, respectively, by HFSS. It can be observed in Fig-
ure 7 that CSRR will support the slow-wave mode at a
frequency point, and then it will no longer radiate in
free space but will propagate along the surface wave delay
transmission line, thus realizing the surface wave radiation.

In Figure 7(a), the antenna is on the le�-hand slow-wave
region, so the radiation main beam is opposite to the
traveling wave direction. Because the electrical length of
CSRR increases at high frequencies, the CSRR cannot be
equivalent to an ideal subwavelength resonant structure, so
there is no right-handed slow-wave region of the proposed
antenna.


e above theory is the principle of wide-angle scanning
at the microscopy of the proposed antenna. Macroscop-
ically, the wide-angle scanning characteristic of the pro-
posed antenna is due to its dispersion in dierent regions.

e dispersion curve of the antenna radiation element is
illustrated in Figure 8. 
ere is an open stopband between
the slow-wave and fast-wave regions. 
erefore, the gain
of the proposed antenna at 9GHz to 10.5GHz will be
attenuated.
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Figure 8: Dispersion curve of antenna radiation unit.
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Figure 9: De�ection state of CSRR with � changing.
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Figure 10: In�uence of patch gap orientation on proposed antenna gain.

5. Parameter Study


e radiation characteristics of leaky wave antenna are
directly aected by the dispersion of radiation element and
the coupling between radiation element and the transmission
line. 
erefore, it is necessary to examine the coupling
between the radiation element and the transmission line, the
size of the patch, and the spacing between elements for the
leaky wave antenna loaded with parasitic patches.

5.1. Patch Gap Orientation Factor. De�ection angle of CSRR
resonator aects the coupling between transmission line and
radiation element, so the in�uence of the de�ection angle of
antenna radiation should be considered. 
e CSRR structure
corresponding to discrete theta values is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 10 shows the relationship between CSRR patches
de�ection and the frequency sweep gain of the proposed
antenna. It can be seen that the antenna gain �uctuates greatly
during the frequency scanning process due to the asymmetry
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Table 1: Design parameters of the proposed antenna in Figure 11 (unit: mm).

L1 W1 L2 W2 S D A1 A2

191 40 23.86 18.86 16 3 0.5 2

S1 D1 S2 D2 D3 B1 B2

10 10 8 8 1 2 0.2

of CSRR patches in the direction of traveling wave when the
patch rotates (±90∘) and cannot be applied to the antenna
design. When �=0∘, the antenna gain is higher and has a
better consistency.

5.2. Gap Size Factor. As shown in Figure 8, the antenna has
an open stopband between 9GHz and 10.5GHz. 
e value
of D3 directly aects the value of equivalent ��, ����, and�� of CSRR. 
en the resonance characteristics of CSRR are
aected. As can be observed in Figure 11, the gain curve of the
antenna decreases signi�cantly from 8GHz to 10GHz, which
is transition band from le�-handed slow-wave region to le�-
handed fast-wave region. By adjusting D3, the gain from
8GHz to 9GHz can be eectively improved. When D3=1mm,
the antenna gain �uctuates little.

5.3. Patch Size Factor. According to the above theory, the
beam angle of the presented antenna is determined by ��
and Φ� together. However, the resonant frequency band of
CSRR unit is limited. 
e eective radiation band of CSRR
can be changed by enlarging the size of CSRR cell to n times
of the original one. Figure 12 shows the de�ection angle of
the antenna beam with frequency when n = 0.5, 0.7, 1, and 1.3.
When n = 1, the size of CSRR is shown in Table 1. Unmarked
frequencies in the �gure indicate that the maximum gain
of the antenna is signi�cantly reduced (> 4dB) or that the
pattern has grating lobe.

When the frequency is constant, the compensation phase�� of the patch is constant, and the beam scanning step of
the antenna is only related to the dispersion of the SSPP

transmission line. As shown in Figure 2, when the dispersion
characteristics of SSPP tend to slow wave, the step of phaseΦ� dierence changed larger.

As shown inFigure 12, the beamdirection of the proposed
antenna is dierent in dierent frequency bands and is not
linear. When the frequency is between 8 GHz and 9 GHz,
the beam scanning step of the antenna reaches 48∘/GHz.
However, when the frequency is between 12GHz and 13GHz,
the beam scanning step of the antenna reaches 6∘/GHz.

erefore, when the eective radiation band of CSRR is in the
frequency bandwith larger de�ection step, the scanning angle
of the proposed antenna increased accordingly.When the size
of CSRR decreases, the applicable radiation band of antenna
moves to high frequency. When n <1, the eective radiation
frequency band of the antenna is higher than 9 GHz, and
the pattern de�ection angle is smaller. When n exceeds 1, the
low cuto frequency of the eective radiation band of the
antenna is less than 8 GHz. At this point, the antenna is at the
stop band, which reduces the scanning angle of the proposed
antenna.

5.4. Coupling Factor. Figure 13 shows the eect of patch and
SSPP transmission line spacing D of antenna return wave
characteristic and gain. When D = 3mm, the average gain of
the proposed antenna is the largest. When D becomes larger,
the radiation e�ciency of the proposed antenna is reduced.

is phenomenon is explained by the weak coupling between
CSRR and SSPP. Conversely, when D becomes smaller,
the coupling between CSRR and SSPP becomes stronger,
and matching between CSRR and SSPP transmission lines
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Figure 12: In�uence of CSRR size on beam de�ection angle. (a) n=0.5. (b) n=0.7. (c) n=1. (d) n=1.3.
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Figure 13: In�uence of D on proposed antenna gain and re�ection coe�cient: (a) gain and (b) re�ection coe�cient.
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Figure 14: Photograph of proposed antenna.
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Figure 15: Measured environment of proposed antenna.

becomes worse. 
erefore, the radiation gain of the antenna
is also reduced.

6. Results and Discussion

Considering the constraints of measuring environment and
assembly process, the length of the antenna is limited. Finally,
a linear array composed of 9 CSRR patches is adopted in this
paper. According to the above principle, the absolute size of
the antenna is determined in Table 1. 
e circuit is etched
on a Rogers 5880 substrate with a small dielectric constant
($ = 2.2, tan % = 0.0009) to reduce the wave impedance
between substrate and free space. 
e photograph of the
proposed antenna is shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the
antenna pattern measured environment. Antenna was fed by
the N5242a vector network analyser of Agilent Co during the
measure.


e simulated and measured results of S parameters
are presented in Figure 16. Figure 17 displays the simulated
and measured results of the antenna normalized �=0∘ plane
pattern. 
e test platform re�ected the electromagnetic radi-
ation of the proposed antenna. 
erefore, there are unnec-
essary side lobes and unevenness in the radiation pattern in
Figure 17(b). When the antenna frequency changes from 8
GHz to 15 GHz, the antenna passes through the le�-handed
slow-wave region, le�-handed fast-wave region, and right-
handed region, and the �=0∘ plane scanning angle achieves
110∘ wide-angle scanning. 
e gain of the proposed antenna
remains between 7dBi and 10.4dBi from 8 to 15GHz. Figure 18

indicates the gain and main valve de�ection angle of the
antenna varied by frequency scanning.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel wide-angle frequency scanning CRLH
leaky wave antenna based on SSPP transmission line is
presented. 
e antenna combines the slow-wave dispersion
characteristic of SSPP and the CRLH characteristics of
CSRR resonator to realize the wide-angle frequency scanning
characteristics. By changing the frequency from 8GHz to
15GHz, the radiation mode of the antenna is modi�ed into
le�-handed slow-wave region, le�-handed fast-wave region,
and right-handed fast-wave region successively. 
e pattern
scanning of the main beam of the �=0∘ plane is realized.
Simulated results are in agreement with the measured results.

e gain �uctuation is less than 3.4dB, and the direction of the
main beam pattern changes 110∘ from 8GHz to 15GHz.
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Figure 17: �=0∘ plane simulated and measured results of antenna. (a) Simulated result. (b) Measured result.
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